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San Francisco has a well-established reputation as a “gay capital” or “queer homeland.” 

Performances from the multidisciplinary performance project Still Here San 

Francisco complicate and add nuance to this reputation by showcasing the work of 

LGBTQ artists raised in San Francisco. My thesis provides a content analysis of Still 

Here videos found online. My analysis highlights the following themes from the videos: 

memorializing loss, experiences navigating identity, family histories, critical responses to 

displacement and gentrification, and the significance of the phrase “still here.” In 

performing their memories o f San Francisco, Still Here artists provide examples of what 

Margot Weiss refers to as the city’s "complicated and contradictory queerness.” I 

draw connections between the work of Still Here artists and other writings on imaginaries 

and displacement; especially connecting Weiss’ critique of San Francisco's neoliberalism 

with Still Here artists’ descriptions of a city rejecting the people who built it.
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INTRODUCTION

San Francisco’s reputation as an open, tolerant, and progressive city has been well 

documented and established in the popular imaginary. As a person who was raised in San 

Francisco 1 have felt a contradiction between how San Francisco is perceived and my 

own perception of the city in which I grew up. The ways San Francisco is spoken and 

written about did not fully represent or reflect the culture and experiences I was both 

directly and peripherally aware of growing up in San Francisco during the 1990s and 

early 2000s. Growing up in San Francisco and coming out as queer, I have especially 

been interested in San Francisco’s reputation as a “gay capital” and the ways this 

homogenizing identity erases the complexities of the city by the bay.

Curious to see if there had been anything written about the experiences of 

LGBTQ people raised in San Francisco I searched online and came across a Vimeo page 

containing dozens of videos from Still Here San Francisco, a multidisciplinary 

performance project bringing to stage LGBTQ San Francisco-raised artists. A description 

on the Vimeo page states,

Still Here is a multidisciplinary performance project that brings light to hidden, but 
crucial experiences (past/present) of Queer/LGBTQI people raised in San Francisco 
during the 80's and 90s. The artists still reside in the SF Bay Area and, through this 
project, have performed in front of sold-out audiences at the National Queer Arts Festival 
in 2013-2016.'

Still Here stakes a claim to San Francisco, disrupting the assumption that everyone in San 
Francisco is from somewhere else, and exposes essential narratives about coming out, 
class and economic disparity, and the meaning of home and family in a “gay mecca.”

1 Since this was written Still Here also had a 2017 performance, with a forthcoming 2018 performance 
happening May 30 2018. This 2018 performance will showcase the work o f black queer and trans artists 
raised in San Francisco.
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By sharing their San Francisco stories, Still Here's artists add their voices to discourse
about San Francisco and remind us that they are steadily “Still Here.”2

Through watching the videos and reading the descriptions accompanying them, I learned 

that Still Here was co-founded by longtime best friends Natalia Vigil and Cristina Mitra. 

In the introduction to the 2014 performance, Cristina describes how Still Here was born 

out of the two of them both "wanting to see representation o f queer people raised in San 

Francisco in queer productions.” Cristina states that Still Here artists “explore 

homophobia and internalized oppression within our gay community...in the seemingly 

gay paradise in the west.” Cristina also describes how the artists explore what it was like 

to grow up in San Francisco during the height o f the AIDS epidemic, when “gay men 

were dying by the thousands” and Natalia states, “we dedicate this show to their history 

and memory and remember that all the pain and loss, amazing resilience, and community 

that came together during the AIDS crisis is part of our collective queer history and 

especially to those of us raised in San Francisco.”3

I watched several of the videos online and found myself laughing, crying, and in 

awe of the content I saw. The videos I watched explored questions that had been 

circulating in my own consciousness: How does the experience of growing up in San 

Francisco contribute to experiences of navigating sexuality in the city? How do histories 

of colonization and displacement affect how we conceptualize queer home? How does 

gentrification affect people on an everyday lived and embodied level? The artists, writers, 

and cultural workers in Still Here creatively and deeply explore these questions and more. 

Completely inspired I reached out to Natalia Vigil, one o f the co-founders of Still Here, 

on social media and told her how grateful I felt that Still Here exists. We met in person 

not long after and since then Natalia has warmly and generously involved me in Still 

Here. In May 2017 Natalia and I collaborated together to organize a reading featuring a 

few of the Still Here artists at a local bookstore, in June 2017 I volunteered with Still 

Here for their fifth year show, and in April 2018 I read my own creative writing with 

other Still Here artists as part of a citywide event. Natalia also recently invited me to

2 “Still Here," Vimeo, accessed May 19, 2018, https://vimeo.com/stilllieresf/about.
3 stilIheresf. “Still Here 2014: Intro.’" Vimeo Video, 2:47. August 18, 2014. https://vimeo.com/103756257.

https://vimeo.com/stilllieresf/about
https://vimeo.com/103756257
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accompany her to a local university where she gave a talk about Still Here and I shared 

some of my own thinking about Still Here's contribution to San Francisco queer history. 

Our collaborations and conversations on Still Here have influenced my thinking about 

documentation, representation, history, community, and much more.

The Still Here fifth year show, which showcased queer and trans Latinx artists 

raised in San Francisco, was the first Still Here production I attended and I was amazed 

by how many people came out to witness and support Still Here. Ann Cvetkovich writes 

that “Queer performance creates publics by bringing together live bodies in space, and 

the theatrical experience is not just about what’s on stage but also about who’s in the 

audience creating community.”4 The Still Here community is more than the artists and 

writers on stage; the community includes the audience members— family, friends, lovers, 

and other community members who actively engage with the work shared by laughing, 

calling out to those on stage, yelling, cheering, and clapping. Through this engagement, 

they are involved in the ways the material is produced. In this way the audience 

contributes to the archived performances. The audience also works as an embodied 

archive; through listening to the memories shared on stage, the audience becomes 

implicated in experiencing and preserving the histories documented before them. In 

introducing his work for the 2016 production, Still Here member Mason J. tells the 

audience,

First and foremost I just want to thank you guys all for joining me. You know, I'll be 
real, this is my own show but in light of the tragedy and the hate that’s been spreading 
through my life personally and the United States at large I struggled to get here myself. 
But...you know Still Here is where I need to be and I’m really glad you guys are here 
with us. It’s one of the few places in my very intersectional existence that I can exist. I 
can work through grief, loss, legacy, and all that gentrifuckery really entails.5

Ann Cvetkovich speaks to the everyday life of queer trauma and the ways queer public 

cultures create cultural work and community responding to this trauma. Mason 

beautifully articulates the way Still Here provides community and space to ‘“work through 

grief, loss, legacy, and all that gentrifuckery really entails.” I consider gentrification as

4 Ann Cvetkovich, An Archive o f  Feelings: Trauma, Sexuality, and Lesbian Public Cultures (Duke 
University Press, 2003), 9.
5 stillheresf, “Mason J.,” Vimeo Video, 11:50, October 24, 2016, https://vimeo.com/188609319.

https://vimeo.com/188609319
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part of what Cvetkovich describes as everyday or insidious trauma and believe Still Here 

creates community and cultural work responding to the affective experiences of 

gentrification.

As LGBTQ artists raised in San Francisco, Still Here members describe 

experiences and memories of the city, mostly from the 80s and 90s. While this is recent 

history, the ongoing gentrification of San Francisco means that the histories documented 

by Still Here are of a city that feels and sounds vastly different from San Francisco now. 

Still Here brings community together to memorialize the people, city establishments, and 

even the city itself. One of the byproducts of gentri fication has been the displacement of 

thousands of people from San Francisco, including those who were raised in the city. 

Meeting people who were raised in San Francisco is considered so rare that we are 

referred to as unicorns. Still Here artist Janine speaks to this in the 2014 Still Here 

production saying, "Dear City, you’ve asked me from time to time for my deepest 

wishes. Today 1 respond that I wish you will never forget us, that your unicorn children 

don’t go the way of other creatures and become extinct.’’6

In preparation for the 2014 Still Here production, co-founder Natalia describes 

how the artists attended writing workshops and “created pieces that they may not have 

created if it weren’t for being in this show and looking at these topics.” She goes on to 

say, “this is why we created this show...this is why we're sitting here in this audience 

together in the Castro.”7 In creating this intentional community and space for Still Here 

artists to produce and share work, Natalia and Cristina resist the erasure of their 

community’s histories.

6 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Janine M.,” Vimeo Video, 10:32, August 18,2014, 
https://vimeo.com/103760162.
7 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Intro.’’

https://vimeo.com/103760162
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METHODOLOGY

For the purpose of this thesis I decided to conduct a content analysis of videos 

found online of the Still Here performances. There are a total o f 43 videos on the Still 

Here San Francisco’s Vimeo page from the years 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. The 2013 

performance is not included in this webpage. I consider the Vimeo webpage an archive of 

the work by Still Here artists. Furthermore, as most of the materials created for Still Here 

are autobiographical and deal with the Still Here artists" memories, 1 consider this archive 

to be a site of San Francisco queer history. This is a “complicated and contradictory” 

archi ve; the archive exists on the Internet, the very medium responsible for much of San 

Francisco’s gentrification. San Francisco’s neighboring Silicon Valley has brought high 

paying technology jobs to the Bay Area since the 1970s, resulting in “rapid escalation of 

housing costs in the Bay Area.”8 The dot-com boom of the 1990s and the current tech job 

market in Silicone Valley have continued this trajectory of increased cost of housing and 

larger economic disparity among Bay Area residents. The Still Here archive 

memorializes a city on the Internet, through the industry that has played a significant role 

in changing the economic and furthermore, cultural landscape of San Francisco.

Before I chose to write my thesis on the Still Here videos, I had already watched 

some of the videos multiple times. The Still Here videos I watched led me to engage with 

academic scholarship on San Francisco and this academic scholarship in turn influenced 

how I thought about Still Here. In both thinking about Still Here and the ways San 

Francisco has been written about I came to this research question: How do the 

performances and videos in the multidisciplinary performance project Still Here 

complicate and add nuance to the imaginary o f  San Francisco as a queer homeland? To

o
' In using the phrase "‘complicated and contradictory” I reference Margot Weiss writing on San Francisco 
neoliberalism found in Margot Weiss’ Techniques o f  Pleasure: BDSM and the Circuits o f  Sexuality (Duke 
University Press, 2011), 47, 49.
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engage with this question I also researched the ways that San Francisco as a queer 

homeland has been conceptualized, understood, and critiqued.

To consider the relationship between my research question and the videos online,

1 chose to focus on the videos of the 2014 and 2016 productions for my analysis. The 

2014 production focuses on what it means to be “Still Here,” showcasing artists’ work 

around growing up in San Francisco and continuing to live in the San Francisco Bay 

Area. The theme of the 2016 performance is “DisPLACEment” and explores the ways 

gentrification affects the artists’ relationship to San Francisco as home, as well as 

navigating what it means to be “still here” through the process of gentrification. While 

the 2015 and 2017 performances share many similar themes and also include work that 

explores growing up in San Francisco and navigating gentrification, I feel that each year 

requires a deeper analysis on its own. The 2015 production has an intergenerational 

theme and focuses on legacies and histories of HIV/AIDS and the 2017 production 

showcases an all Latinx group of artists. Intergenerational conversations, experiences and 

memories of HIV/AIDS, and queer and trans Latinx experiences of growing up in San 

Francisco are themes that are represented in the 2014 and 2016 years as well and are 

reflected in my analysis.

There are eleven videos from the 2014 production, including an '‘Intro” and 

"Outro” to the production. The titles given by the artists for those pieces include: Janine 

M .’s “Mythologies o f a City,” Mason J ’s “Sabedoo Mango Juice & Mythical Beasts,” 

Kaira Portillo Espinoza’s “Swimming in the Crossroads of Ethnicity, Class & Sexuality,” 

Three Sisters Belly Dance’s "There’s No Stopping Us,” Gina de Vries’ “Holding On,” 

Natalia M. Vigil’s “Something Wonderful,” Carnelius Quinn’s “The Gospel According to 

Me,” Rachel (Raquel) Vigil’s “Love Letter Project” and Danny Robles’ “Tonight, at Esta 

Noche!” .9 The videos include belly dancing, video, and written work. Some of the videos 

of the written work also include slideshows of photographs and images that were 

projected behind the artists as they read their work.

“Still Here.” Vimeo. Accessed May 19, 2018. https://vimeo.com/stillheresf.

https://vimeo.com/stillheresf
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For the 2016 production there are a total of eight videos including written work, 

storytelling, song, and video. Accompanying several o f the artists’ written work are 

images and photographs projected behind the artists on stage. The titles given by the 

artists include: Janine Mogannam’s “Out of Place,’" Favi Estrella’s “Streets of the ‘Sco”

& “Fuego,” Cathy Arellano’s “Martinez Family Map, 1958-1984,” Mason j ’s “Feminist 

Frisco,” Vero Majano’s “Prince Saves,” Tanea Lunsford’s “We Learned Love in this 

City” Rachel McLean’s “Satellites” and Kaira Portillo’s “...My Poetic Rant on 

Displacement & Attachments...” 10

For my content analysis I watched every video from the 2014 and 2016 

productions multiple times for a close reading of the video. Since most of the videos are 

of artists sharing written work, I also transcribed a majority of the work from the videos. 

The transcription does not reflect the written syntax of the writers themsel ves, but reflects 

my writing as a viewer of the videos found online. While I focus on text in my analysis, I 

want to emphasize the importance of the artists’ bodies on stage speaking their work. I 

consider how this embodied performance of written work, often of written work 

containing memories, shares similarities with oral history.

After completing my close reading of the videos, I wrote an extensive list of the 

main themes 1 observed. I then worked to synthesize those themes and ended with five 

analytic themes. In writing my analysis I attempted to showcase the artists’ work that 

most explicitly demonstrated each thematic category. My theoretical sampling of the Still 

Here videos attempts to answer my research question and my discussion works to 

connect the intellectual, political work of Still Here artists in conversation with published 

academic works.

While my analysis is informed by the theoretical work I have engaged with, the 

largest informant to my analysis is my own life experience. As a queer person who was 

raised in San Francisco I have some level of awareness of the city places and experiences 

members of Still Here reference in their works. However, as the Still Here artists 

crucially explore, San Francisco as a city is not homogenous, and experiences of and 

within the city cannot be disconnected from the specific neighborhoods people were

10 Ibid.
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raised within, the schools people attended, personal experiences of racism on 

interpersonal and institutional levels, personal and family class backgrounds, family 

immigration experiences and status, faith communities, disability and many more 

pertinent experiences. My experiences growing up in San Francisco as a white, class 

privileged person means that there are experiences described in the performances that 1 

do not share and because of this, cannot fully understand. As such, my analysis works to 

center the words of the artists over my own words.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Complicating the Queer Homeland

San Francisco has a national and even international reputation as the gay capital 

of the United States. The imaginary of San Francisco as a gay capital relies upon an 

image of the city as a progressive place; San Francisco as a gay capital is upheld through 

the imaginary of San Francisco’s sexual exceptionalism.11 Upholding San Francisco as a 

tolerant place for gay persons champions a narrative of gay liberation while 

simultaneously ignoring and depending on the material effects of colonialism, structural 

racism, and class inequality. Jennifer Brier comments that, “Despite a history of 

organizing around both sexual and racial identities, San Francisco's image has often been 

one of a white gay town." Margot Weiss describes San Francisco's “complicated and 

contradictory queerness,” highlighting historical examples of how San Francisco “has 

long combined its sex-positivity with crippling racism.” 12

In “Queer Pilgrimage: The San Francisco Homeland and Identity Tourism,” 

Cymene Howe argues that rather than a gay capital, San Francisco is best articulated as a 

territorial queer homeland. Howe argues that San Francisco as a queer homeland is 

created through identity tourism; queer persons make a pilgrimage to San Francisco, a 

city regarded as home to authentic queer identity. Also foundational to the narrative of a 

queer homeland is a notion of inclusivity across gender, racial, and class difference. 

Cymene Howe articulates that, “ in the making of a queer homeland, validating difference 

is of critical importance. A homogeneous, one-dimensional sense of queer identity does 

not appear to serve the purposes of an inc lusive homeland.” 13 The diversity or 

multiculturalism to which Howe alludes upholds an appearance of inclusivity across 

difference while ignoring material realities of racial and class inequality. This notion of

11 Jasbir Puar, Terrorist Assemblages: Homonationalism in Queer Times (Duke University Press, 2007).
12 Jennifer Brier, Infectious Ideas: U.S. Political Responses to the AIDS Crisis (UNC Press, 2009), 50; 
Weiss, Techniques of Pleasure, 47
13 Alyssa Cymene Howe, “Queer Pilgrimage: The San Francisco Homeland and Identity Tourism,” Cultural 
Anthropology 16, no. 1 (2001): 35-61, doi: 10.1525/can.2001.16.1.35,40.
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inclusivity deeply connects to a narrative that ignores the material realities of 

displacement while focusing on travel and tourism.

I aim to interrogate Howe’s conceptualization of San Francisco as a queer 

homeland through a critical American studies lens. The discourses Howe outlines as 

foundational to the construction and conception of the queer homeland include the 

following: that queer people leave their “homes” to travel to the homeland, that the queer 

homeland is inclusive to queer persons of all identities and backgrounds, and that while 

not being the same as a national identity, queer identity shares much with a nationalistic 

sense of self.

Central to the construction of a queer homeland is a narrative of migration or 

pilgrimage to San Francisco by queer persons. In constructing a queer homeland 

narratives of migration and travel are upheld without an analysis of how these 

movements contribute to displacement. Caren Kaplan importantly critiques politics of 

location scholarship for not considering displacements that result from global migration 

and travel.14 Most acutely missing in the construction of a queer homeland is a critique of 

histories of colonization, as well as displacements that have occurred through urban 

development and gentrification. Through upholding migration narratives, histories of 

displacement are rendered invisible.

A queer homeland constructed on colonized land that is reliant upon continuous 

settler colonialism should be considered through the theoretical framework Scott 

Morgenson describes as settler homonationalism. In discussing the construction of San 

Francisco as a queer homeland, Cymene Howe considers the similarities a queer nation 

shares with other nationalist discourses and argues for scholarship to consider the ways 

queer identity can constitute its own nationalist-like identity. Scott Morgenson expands 

on Jasbir Puar’s theoretical term homonationalism, and considers the construction of 

settler homonationalism. While Puar’s homonationalism considers the ways queer 

subjects become examples of U.S. sexual exceptionalism and are folded into the nation

state to serve imperialist agendas, Morgenson’s settler homonationalism expands upon

14 Caren Kaplan, Questions o f  Travel: Postmodern Discourses o f  Displacement (Duke University Press, 
1996).
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homonationalism by centering an analysis of settler colonialism in the formation of queer 

identity.15

The construction of queer identity in the United States commonly relies upon the 

narrative of migration from rural areas to urban cities for the purpose of actualizing queer 

identity. This narrative is reflected in popular, cultural narratives such as the It Get’s 

Better Campaign, which relies on class-based success stories, wherein moving to big 

cities is inherent. Foundational to the construction of queer migration narratives is a 

symbolic and built division of rural and urban geographies. This division might be 

considered as an extension of Jasbir Puar's description of U.S. sexual exceptional ism, in 

which U.S. cities are upheld as the most sexually progressive and liberated places 

through discourse that constructs rural geographies as sexually conservative and 

backwards. Within these narratives, queer identity cannot be understood separately from 

national imaginaries, or sexual imaginaries, regarding urban and rural geographies.16

Queer anti-urbanism has been useful in challenging imaginaries of rural place and 

documenting the experience and existence of queer people outside of spaces marked as 

urban. I assert that challenging imaginaries of urban space also contributes to 

complicating rural and urban binaries, as well as resists the whitewashing of queer 

history, especially queer histories within U.S. cities. In an introduction for a special issue 

of Gay and Lesbian Quarterly, "Queering the Middle,” authors reference Jack 

Halberstam’s concept o f metronormativity in discussing imaginaries of rural/urban 

geographies and queer migration. The authors ask, “What are the stakes of recent 

critiques of the telos of rural to urban migration? Is it possible to mount this crit ique 

without disparaging the intimate queer histories (many of which are gendered, classed, 

and racialized in discernible and not so evident ways) of the city? Can the urban be read 

without recourse to this telos?” The authors go on to assert that while metronormativity is

15 Scott Morgenson, “Settler Homonationalism: Theorizing Settler Colonialism within Queer Modernities,” 
GLQ:A Journal o f  Lesbian and Gay Studies 16, no. 1-2 (2010): 105-131, doi: 10.12 15/10642684-2009-015; 
Puar, Terrorist Assemblages
16 For discussion of migration to urban areas see Kath Weston, “Get Thee to a Big City: Sexual Imaginary 
and the Great Gay Migration,” GLQ.A Journal o f  Lesbian and Gay Studies 2, no. 3 ( 1995): 253-277, doi: 
10.1215/10642684-2-3-253; For discussion of It Get’s Better see Doug Meyer, " ‘One Day I’m Going to be 
Really Successful': The Social Class Politics of Videos Made for the ‘It Gets Better’ Anti-Gay Bullying 
Project.” Critical Sociolog)’ 43, no.l (2015): 113-127, doi: 10.1177/0896920515571761.
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a “useful concept for challenging the dominance of urban narrative in queer history” it 

can “also erase the complexities of gender and desire as lived by and represented by 

people of color in urban contexts.” 171 assert that documenting the experiences and 

existence of queer people raised in San Francisco, the urban place most associated with 

queer identity, demonstrates the “complexities of gender and desire as lived by and 

represented by people of color in urban contexts.”

Queer History and the Performance o f  Memory

Imagination as bound to memory holds information vital to the shifting research and 
study o f  sex work and sex cultures. Having already asserted the importance o f  seeing 
sexuality as an object o f  imagination, I subsequently propose that imagination as bound 
up with memory further advances sexuality beyond objective knowledge as power.!S

-LH Stallings, Funk the Erotic

Documenting and studying queer history presents unique challenges and 

possibilities. Historians, activists, and artists alike have developed creative 

historiographical methods to locate and document queer history; from attempting queer 

readings of archival materials, to using imagination in the absence of documented 

histories, to embodied performances of memory.19 While memory and imagination are 

not always regarded as valid historiographical methods, these methods offer queer 

historians tools to create representations of queer histories that might not otherwise be 

documented.

One of the ways queer history is both produced and documented is through a 

performance of memory. Three distinctly different disciplines that share an investment in

17 For more on metronormativity see Jack Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, 
Subcultural Lives, (NYU Press, 2005); Martin Manalansan et al„ “Queering the Middle: Race, Region, and 
a Queer Midwest,” GLQ.A Journal o f  Lesbian and Gay Studies 20, no. 1-2 (2014): 1-12, doi:
10.1215/10642684-2370270, 4, 9.
18 L.l l. Stallings, Funk the Erotic: Transaesthetics and Black Sexual Cultures (University o f Illinois Press, 
2015), 151.
19 Deborah A. Miranda, “Extermination of the Joyas: Gendercide in Spanish California,” GLQ; A Journal 
o f  Lesbian and Gay Studies 16, no. 1-2 (2010): 253-284, doi: 10.1215/10642684-2009-022; Emma Perez, 
“Queering the Borderlands: The Challenges of Excavating the Invisible and Unheard,” Frontiers: A 
Journal o f  Women Studies 24, no. 2 (2004): 122-131, doi: 10.1353/fro.2004.0021; Nan Boyd and Horacio 
Roque Ramirez, Bodies o f  Evidence: The Practice o f  Queer Oral History (Oxford University Press, 2012).
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the performance of memory include documentary theater, oral history, and solo queer 

performance. While these disciplines differ in how they each approach the performance 

of memory, they are each concerned with how embodied performances of memory 

contribute to a historical archive.

Ann Cvetkovich speaks to the connection between performance art and testimony, 

as both share a “desire to build culture out of memory.” Documentary theater and oral 

history exemplify the use of testimony to “build culture out of memory” and similar to 

performance art, both disciplines are concerned with the question of embodiment. Carol 

Martin writes that documentary theatre claims to have “bodies of evidence” in ways 

unlike any other form of theatre. Coincidentally, in the introduction to Nan Boyd and 

Horacio Roque Ramirez’s collection on queer oral history Bodies o f  Evidence the authors 

explain the many meanings of the title, inc luding its reference to “evidence of the 

existence of queer lives.” Solo queer performance also shares the desire to provide 

evidence of queer lives. In the introduction to the collection O Solo Homo David Roman 

discusses the prevalence of autobiographical work for queer writers and performers and 

argues that queer autobiography is “part of a larger collective and ongoing process of 

revisionist history...generally based on a certain political investment in visibility.”20 

Evidence and visibility of queer persons lives are central to political investments in queer 

history; performances of memory contribute to queer “revisionist history” by producing 

bodies of evidence.

Roman’s Performance in America challenges “the conventional wisdom that 

performance is marginal to the national imaginary” by taking “seriously the role that the 

performing arts play in shaping American culture, especially around ideologies of race, 

citizenship, and national identity.” Imaginaries are created and sustained through the 

telling of histories: which histories are documented and told, as well as how they are 

represented. The ways histories are recorded and taught is politically motivated and serve 

national agendas. Emma Perez explains how “The history of the United States has been 

circumscribed by an imagination steeped in un-challenged notions.” Perez argues for the

20 Cvetkovich, An Archive o f  Feelings, 26; Carol Martin, “Bodies of Evidence,” TDK; The Drama Review 
50, no. 3 (2006): 8-15, doi: 10.1162/dram.2006.50.3.8; Boyd and Ramirez, Bodies o f  Evidence, I; Holly 
Hughes and David Roman, O Solo Homo: The New Queer Performance (Grove Press, 1998), 4.
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use of a decolonial imaginary as a ‘'rupturing space, the alternative to that which is 

written in history.”21 A decolonial imaginary uses imagination to create representations of 

histories that would otherwise go untold.

In discussing the use of imagination Perez states, “I write fiction...because I am 

frustrated with history's texts and archives.” When discussing her use of imagination in 

creating historical fiction, Perez asserts that she does not need documents to prove the 

existence of “queer vaqueras of the nineteenth century.” Sharing the political investment 

of making visible the existence of queer lives, Perez utilizes fiction to create 

representations missing from traditional archives. Fiction calls on imagination and as 

L.H. Stallings’ imagination is “bound up with memory;” memory and imagination inform 

and construct one another. Considering the ways historical imaginaries serve political 

purposes and using memory and imagination to create historical representations troubles 

the notion of unquestioned historical truths. As Carol Martin reflects on the historical 

representations created through documentary theater she states, “what is real and what is 

true are not necessarily the same. A text can be fictional yet true. A text can be 

nonfictional yet untrue.” Similarly, Tanya Barfield describes her experience writing her 

play Without Skin or Breathlessness stating, “The line between fiction and real life is 

narrow. Work about identity hits a truth in us that is beyond an accumulation of actual 

events.”22 Imagination and memory have much to offer those of us searching for queer 

histories. Whether historically accurate or not, these historiographical methods have the 

potential to offer truth beyond “an accumulation of actual events” and can work to 

challenge the validity or “truth” of hegemonic imaginaries.

21 David Roman, Performance in America: Contemporary U.S. Culture and the Performing Arts (Duke 
University Press, 2005), I ; Perez, “Queering the Borderlands,” 123.
22 Perez, "Queering the Borderlands,” 122, 129; Martin, “ Bodies o f Evidence,” 15; Tanya Barfield, 
"Without Skin or Breathlessness," in O Solo Homo: The New Queer Performance, ed. Holly Hughes and 
David Roman (New York: Grove, 1998), 282.
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ANALYSIS

Memorializing: City, Places, People

In considering what it means to be still here among histories of displacement and 

ongoing gentrification, many performances delve into themes of loss. These 

performances memorialize the places and people who are no longer still here. This 

memorializing now exists online in an archive of the performances and furthermore, the 

memories they contain. The performances memorialize people and specific city 

establishments, and more generally memorialize the city of San Francisco. As Janine 

poignantly states in her 2016 performance, “There is no more San Francisco. This is the 

city formerly known as San Francisco.”23 Many of the artists describe memories o f an 

“old San Francisco” or the San Francisco that they remember from growing up. The 

performances emphasize feeling and the way the city used to feel. In Gina’s 2014 

performance ze24 states, “When I think of old San Francisco, the San Francisco that feels 

like it is still home and still m ine...”25 and goes on to describe hir memories of San 

Francisco. Janine’s 2016 performance similarly remembers a San Francisco “That yeah 

was never perfect, but in the right light, among the right folks, really often fe lt like it
v

was.”26 Important to memorializing San Francisco is remembering how it once felt

Other performances continue to memorialize city spaces that encapsulate “old San 

Francisco” or a remembered San Francisco. Part of these performances is an active 

performance of memory. Caught up in memories of Valencia Street, Vero tells the 

audience of her 2016 performance, “I wish Ruth was here because I always forget the 

name of this cafe that was at 20—where Bartlett (someone shouts from audience) Yeah, 

Greek Goddess with the something, right?”27 In this active performance of memory, Vero 

uses the collective memory of the audience as part of her archiving of Valencia Street.

23 stillheresf, “Janine Mogannam,” Vimeo Video, 10:28, October 8, 2016, https://vimeo.com/186097650.
24 Pronouns used reflect the pronouns used by the artists to describe themselves on Vimeo.
25 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Gina de Vries,” Vimeo Video, 16:52, August 19, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/103778826.
26 stillheresf, “Janine Mogannam.”
27 stillheresf, “Vero Majano,” Vimeo Video, 11:58, October 24, 2016, https://vimeo.eom/188609320.

https://vimeo.com/186097650
https://vimeo.com/103778826
https://vimeo.eom/188609320


Other performances also recall businesses that have closed, especially gay bars that have 

closed as a byproduct of gentrification. Gina’s 2014 performance recalls the closed gay 

bar Daddy’s. Gina states, “/ think about the bear bar in the Castro that some fag friends 

dragged me to when 1 was barely 21. The bar that you went to because it was flicking 

called Daddy’s. The bar that is now, unfortunately, just another vapid tweaker-twink 

bar.”28 Similarly, Danny memorializes Esta Noches, a gay Latino bar that closed in 2014 

after staying open for over 30 years in the historically Latino neighborhood, the Mission. 

Danny proclaims, “Poor Estas, only her skeleton remains. Only fond memories of 

yesterday. Pero, I remember the good old days.” Danny asks the audience, “Hey 

remember that giant rainbow flag hanging proudly on the facade? Remember that 

rainbow painted trim lining her edges? Her bright green paint arching around the 

doorway?” Through his description of the bars appearance, Danny affectionately archives 

Esta Noches. Part of remembering Esta Noches includes remembering the people who 

have shared and inhabited the space. Danny states, “Tonight I remember all the Latinos 

that passed... through Estas doors, some are still here, and some who have passed away 

have been taken away by HIV and AIDS. A moment of silence.”29 He continues to read a 

list of names of persons lost to AIDS.

Others also mention stories of people they knew, both in close relationship and in 

passing, who died of AIDS. Several performances describe personal and intimate 

memories of loved ones with HIV and AIDS. In Natalia’s 2014 performance she 

remembers a neighbor she had as a child. She recounts him giving her a Barbara 

Streisand record at his garage sale. Natalia states, “As I listen I imagine the neighbor’s 

name is Michael. I imagine Michael listening to this very album in his home on the 

weekend.” Because Natalia does not know specific details about her neighbor, she fills in 

the gaps with her imagination. N atalia remembers him dying of AIDS and recalls 

watching “the man he loves who loves him” packing up his house. In describing the 

significance of this memory Natalia states, “But it happens like this: we have detached 

worlds, white man and Chicana, homeowner and renters, gay man and future queer girl,

28 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Gina de Vries.”
29 stillheresf. “Still Here 2014: Danny Robles,” Vimeo Video, 6:27, August 18, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/103771658.

https://vimeo.com/103771658
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reach across the abyss for only a matter o f minutes.”30 Natalia’s memory of this man and 

the life she imagined him having continue to affect her, connecting her to this man, her 

neighbor, who died of AIDS in 1991.

Navigating Identities within the City

The artists’ memories of navigating identities within San Francisco illuminate the 

significance of location and place in how identity is experienced; by sharing memories of 

embodying intersecting identities in San Francisco, the artists call attention to the 

construction and policing of identities within the city, specific neighborhoods, and 

furthermore, families and communities. As Cristina mentions in the introduction to the 

2014 performance of Still Here, several of the artists “explore homophobia and 

internalized oppression within our gay community...in the seemingly gay paradise in the 

west.”31 The performances also describe the ways borders within the city, as well as the 

border of the city of San Francisco itself, are upheld through the policing of identity.

In Janine and Kaira’s 2016 performances they both remember feeling as though 

the city gave them space to explore a myriad of identities. Janine states, “Even when I  fe lt 

like the weirdest kid in the world you told me it was ok. You made space for me.”32 

Similarly, Kaira states that, “Growing up in the 80s and 90s San Francisco made me feel 

like it was ok to be different, weird, queer, a rebel, a loner, a stoner.”33 In their 

relationships with San Francisco, both Janine and Kaira remember a city that made them 

feel that “it was ok” to be weird, to be different in various ways. While they both hold 

this similar memory, they both also describe in their 2014 performances the limitations of 

how much of their identities they could share. In Janine’s 2014 performance she 

proclaims, “embodying intersecting identities was too much even for you. As much as 

you made it even possible for me to explore who I was, I always felt like I was hiding 

parts of myself to become the just right piece to fit within your puzzle.” Janine describes

30 stillheresf. “Still Here 2014: Natalia M. Vigil,” Vimeo Video, 5:59, August 19, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/103817702.
11 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Intro.”
32 stillheresf “Janine Mogannam.”
33 stillheresf. “Kaira Portillol,” Vimeo Video, 9:26, October 8, 2016, https://vimeo.coin/186097651.

https://vimeo.com/103817702
https://vimeo.coin/186097651
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memories of feeling “too Arab for Americans, too Americanized for Arabs,” checking the 

“other” box on standardized tests, and says, “I never fit into a box, so I created boxes for 

myself.”34 In her 2014 performance Kaira states, “I could repress, deny, and hide my 

bisexual feelings, but my brown skin and growing up in the hood were things that were 

out in the open for all to see.” Kaira goes on to say,

Even though 1 was in high school when I first began exp lo ring  my bisexuality , I still 
really d idn ’t have the em otional and m ental capacity  to  fully deal with it because I felt 
like certain  life c ircum stances w ere m ore pressing issues to  deal w ith, like the dom estic 
v io lence I grew  up w itnessing, or the gang violence tha t I struggled to  not ge t caught in 
the m iddle o f  or the poverty cycle I w as trying to break by persevering through all the 
fam ily history, traum a and dysfunction in order to  m aintain good grades and becom e the 
first one in my fam ily to  attend university. So I guess 1 didn 't w an t to com plicate  my 
situation even more by being so free and open about my sexuality .35

Kaira’s description of when she first began exploring her sexuality demonstrates the ways 

lived experiences of sexuality cannot be understood as separate from all other 

circumstances and identities in a person’s life. Both Kaira and Janine articulate the 

paradox of coming of age in a city that at once makes space for difference, while also 

feeling the limitations of this space.

In Kaira’s 2014 performance she highlights her experiences navigating various 

neighborhoods as a teenager; she describes consciously choosing specific muni bus lines 

in order to avoid gang violence and her first experiences in the Castro, San Francisco’s 

famously gay neighborhood. Kaira says, “Any teenager who got off at the Castro street 

bus stop would get made fun of for being gay. So before getting off the bus on 18th and 

Castro Street I would look and make sure I didn’t know anybody on the bus.” Kaira 

shows the audience how she would look around her bus to make sure no one she knew 

would see her get off in the Castro. She describes being part of a group of queer youth of 

color in the “white gay male dominated Castro” saying, “despite feeling like we were the 

Castro’s unwanted step-children, we were loud and proud whenever we roamed those 

Castro streets.”36 In Danny’s 2014 performance memorializing Esta Noches, he recalls

34 stillheresf, "Still Here 2014: Janine M.”
35 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Kaira Portillo Espinoza,” Vimeo Video, 10:44, August 18, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/103767912.
36 Ibid.

https://vimeo.com/103767912
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the important space Esta Noches provided for queer and trails Latinos who were targeted 

for their sexuality, gender, and race. Danny says,

And Estas was shelter...shelter from the sharp dagger eyes, shelter from being called cha 
cha queens, shelter from being exploited as Daddy’s play thing, shelter from being carded 
in the Castro for looking too thug, shelter from bottles flying, shelter from beat downs, 
shelter from 'hey faggot’ or 'no homo,’ shelter from ‘1 think that’s a man," shelter from 
hatred o f ‘illegal aliens,’ shelter from not being allowed to speak Spanish freely, shelter 
from being labeled as dirty Mexicans, shelter from being called homeless queens.37

Danny’s description of the experiences of queer and trans Latinos in the Castro 

neighborhood are those o f violent racism and exclusion. Danny also describes queer and 

trans Latinos’ experiences o f violent homophobia and transphobia in San Francisco. In 

Kaira’s 2016 performance she states, "Homies from the Mission district felt like they had 

to act that much harder when they ventured out of the city because San Francisco was 

getting to be known as a gay capital of the world.”38 These artists describe how the 

reputation of the Castro neighborhood specifically, and the city of San Francisco more 

generally, resulted in the policing of sexuality and gender among those from the city. 

Furthermore, the artists challenge the reputation of San Francisco and the Castro as gay 

places by demonstrating how this reputation did not equate to acceptance of diverse 

sexuality and gender experiences.

Also significant in the artists’ descriptions of navigating sexuality are memories’ 

of family and community attitudes regarding queer sexuality. Connected to these 

memories are also descriptions of how external messages regarding sexuality became 

internalized. Distinctions between interpersonal and internalized oppression are not 

always clear and the artists’ memories articulate the messiness of these experiences. In 

Kaira’s 2014 performance she recalls being 10 years old and “fascinated with the young 

lesbian couple of color that lived in the downstairs studio.” She remembers overhearing 

her parents using “the derogatory term in Spanish to describe them, marimachas,” Kaira 

says, “The way my parents laughed... I knew they were making fun of the lesbian couple. 

At that moment a voice inside me told me not to tell anyone about the curious feelings I

37 stillheresf. "Still Here 2014: Danny Robles.”
38 stillheresf. "Kaira Portillol.”
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had inside.”39 Kaira's memory recalls learning to hide feelings she had after hearing her 

parents make fun of their lesbian neighbors. In his 2014 performance, Carnelius describes 

the role that Church played in his childhood as the son of a minister. lie says, “my choir, 

my classmates they were my world. There was no outside circle of friends at all. But 

there was no inside circle either. No one to talk to about the churning frustration, or the 

sensations, the persistent daydreams, the fear, the shame.” Carnelius explains to the 

audience, “You see, in the Church of God and Christ we learned the hierarchy of sin 

pretty quickly and I was pretty sure in my congregation that ten murderers and a school 

of unwed mothers were preferred to one fag.”40 In Carnelius’ memories of the 

communities he was raised within, there was not space for him to discuss his feelings of 

fear and shame. He also learned from a young age that to be gay was a sin.

Lineage: Family, Migration. and Diaspora

In reflecting on their relationship with San Francisco as home, many of the artists 

consider the circumstances under which their families immigrated to San Francisco, as 

well as their families’ histories within the city. Several of the artists discuss their 

families’ specific immigration stories, describing the circumstances that caused their 

families to come to San Francisco and create a home here. In Janine’s 2016 performance 

she states,

My grandparents left Palestine, the hom eland they loved and w hich their ancestors had 
farm ed and inhabited for centuries, running from encroaching d isplacem ent to  a place 
w here m aybe they  w ould have m ore opportunity . W ou ldn ’t be punished to r sim ply 
existing, for having som ething som eone else w anted, w o u ld n 't have others com ing after 
them  in their hom es if  they w ere lucky. And they were. It took tireless w ork and iron will 

and skin grow n thick as arm or. B ut they put down roots and built m eaningful lives.41

Janine tells the audience of her grandparents leaving Palestine, “the homeland they 

loved,” making visible and documenting their experiences of leaving to escape violent 

displacement. Similarly, in Kaira’s 2016 performance she tells the audience about the

39 stillheresf, •‘Still Here 2014: Kaira Portillo Espinoza."
40 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Carnelius Quinn,” Vimeo Video, 8:01, August 20, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/103877674.
41 stillheresf, “Janine Mogannam.”

https://vimeo.com/103877674
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violence that led her mother to leave El Salvador. Kaira tells a story of being in a college 

class in which a girl said “some privileged, ignorant shit” regarding immigrants. Kaira 

recalls the experience saying,

1 schooled her on how this country caused the “immigration problem” due to all the 
funding they gave to prolong wars in pursuit of their greedy goals. And no sweetie, it 
wasn’t the “affordable shacks” that inspired my mom to come here. My mother lived 
under military curfew in El Salvador, saw piles of dead people on her way to work each 
morning, and you don’t even know what else she’s been through.42

This sentiment echoes Kaira’s 2014 performance in which she says, “Little did I know at 

the time the role that the US Reagan administration had had in fueling and prolonging 

that civil war in my parents’ home country. Pushing them to flee in order to provide their 

kids a safer place to be.”43 Not only does Kaira describe the violence that caused her 

parents to flee El Salvador, she also names the United States’ role in this violence, 

connecting her family’s immigration to histories of U.S. imperialism.

In his 2014 performance Carnelius describes his experience asking his family 

about their lineage, of which he says they were “not thrilled.” He says, “I’m not sure if 

some folks use the term Black to avoid the visceral pain of having to say aloud T’m not 

really sure where I’m from’ or T ’m not quite sure what I am.’” Carnelius tells the 

audience, “My spirituality and my heritage have always been so much more than just 

Christian and Black”. He goes on to describe how spirituality is “how to think” and that 

“It is this spirituality, this critical thinking, this open-mindedness that keeps me 

connected to Africa and the diaspora of my people.”44 Carnelius’ work poignantly 

articulates his experience coming to understand his identity and relationship with the 

diaspora of his people as a black man raised in San Francisco.

For the 2016 production of Still Here artists Mason and Tanea both produced 

videos reflecting on legacy in San Francisco. Mason’s video profiles three women who 

were born and raised in San Francisco, engaging them in questions about their legacies in 

the city.4'1 Tanea’s 2016 video archives her family’s history in San Francisco through

42 stillheresf. "Kaira Portillo 1
43 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Kaira Portillo Espinoza.”
44 stillheresf, ' ‘Still Here 2014: Carnelius Quinn.”
45 stillheresf, “Mason J.”
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family photographs. As the photographs show intimate and everyday family experiences, 

a voiceover slowly and deliberately states, “My grandmother was born and raised here in 

this city. My mother was born and raised in this city. I was born and raised in this city.”46 

Through archiving her family, Tanea resists the erasure of her family’s history in the city. 

While very personal, her work is also a reminder of the history of black families in San 

Francisco more broadly. As she repeats the phrases, “I learned love in this city,” “We 

learned love in this city,” “We knew love in this city,” Tanea powerfully articulates her 

family’s San Francisco legacy.

Displacement and Gentrification

Many of the performances deal with the affective or felt experience of being from 

a continuously gentrifying city. Specific performances also critically analyze the 

structural inequalities inherent in the displacement of peoples. Importantly, Still Here 

artists address histories of colonization and continuous settler colonialism in San 

Francisco. In hir 2014 performance, Gina tells the audience “We are standing on Ohlone 

land. When we talk about being still here, when we talk about things like home and 

displacement, colonialism, and gentrification, we must not forget the Native and 

Indigenous and first nations peoples who this land was viciously and violently stolen 

from.”47 Similarly, in Kaira’s 2016 performance she proclaims, “Many of us who were 

born and raised here consider ourselves SF natives. Yet I recognize that aint nobody 

native to this land but Native Americans, so lets show proper respect.”48 Through their 

verbal acknowledgments of the violent displacement of Ohlone people and by disrupting 

settler colonial narratives that would simultaneously ignore and erase the histories of 

colonization that San Francisco is built upon, Gina and Kaira work to actively decolonize 

the space in which they perform.

In these performances the artists use their platform to discuss how displacement 

and gentrification are byproducts of structural racism and furthermore, how gentrification

46 stillheresf, “Tanea Lunsford," Vimeo Video, 8:01, October 24, 2016, https://vimeo.com/188609321.
47 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Gina de Vries.”
48 stillheresf. "Kaira Portillol.”

https://vimeo.com/188609321
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makes apparent class, race, and gender inequalities within neoliberal capitalism. In his 

2014 performance reflecting on the recently closed Esta Noches, Danny states, “Bitter? 

Well I don't know. Because it seems at first glance that this little dance of economics was 

just a random series o f unfortunate events.” He goes on to say, “In this dance you have to 

be careful how you prance, because you just might get your cha cha heels stepped on by 

an uncanny collusion of big brother, new market forces, real estate interest and increasing 

rents.”49 Danny’s performance works to point out that while the closing of Esta Noches 

could be interpreted as a random event, it is better understood as a result of a gentrifying 

city.

In Kaira’s 2014 performance she says, “And I don’t have anything against the 

crime rate decreasing or parks in a neighborhood improving, but why does this become a 

goal worth achieving to the people in power only after working class people get kicked 

out via loopholes in rental laws. We still live in very unjust times.”50 In her 2016 

performance, Kaira similarly points out the injustice of gentrification, stating, “And it 

would be all good if it wasn’t for the fact that the inequality remains—not only remains, 

but mutates. Systemic discrimination, racist police brutality, unequal schools and wages— 

this is the institutional injustice, the reason why so many of us hate gentrification.”51 Both 

Kaira’s 2014 and 2016 performances analyze gentrification as connected to the ongoing 

institutionalized oppression of working class people and people of color.

One of the effects of San Francisco’s gentrification the artists consider is the 

changing cultural landscape as the communities who once contributed to creating San 

Francisco’s culture are displaced and fighting displacement. For Mason’s 2016 

contribution to Still Here he created a video “profiling three very extraordinary women 

who were born, raised, and struggling not to be displaced in San Francisco.” In 

discussing what inspired him to create this work, Mason says,

I am  really  kind o f  fixated on the idea o f  d isplacem ent and how  it can look not ju s t in 
term s o f  like property destruction and cultural genocide, but you know , in term s o f  
celebrating  a city, the resilience, and the w om en w ho w ithout, their w ould be no w isdom

49 stillheresf. “Still Here 2014: Danny Robles.”
50 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Kaira Portillo Espinoza.”
51 stillheresf. “Kaira Portillol.”
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and no San Francisco...! did this piece to kind of work through misogynistic, patriarchal, 
capitalist bullshit that San Francisco is becoming with this kind of tech bro culture shit.

Referencing the changing culture o f San Francisco resulting from the tech boom,

Mason’s work acts as a tribute to these women who he describes as “the co-owner of 

Haight Ashbury T-Shirts, the other of whom is an amazing artist and a personal hero of 

mine, and the third whom is a descendent o f Allen Allensworth, who is the founder of the 

first black incorporated town in California.”52 Mason works to celebrate and recognize 

these women and their families’ legacy in the city. Also reflecting on the changing 

landscape of San Francisco, in hir 2014 performance Gina tells the audience,

I come into the show very aware of the fact that as far as I know I’m the only white 
person in the cast this year. And this feels especially significant because the San 
Francisco that 1 grew up in was almost entirely working class and was majority people of 
color. The gentrification of San Francisco doesn’t just mean that this place is getting 
wealthier it means it’s getting whiter.'’3

Similarly, in her 2016 performance, Rachel M. describes when she first moved back to 

San Francisco from New York and how she “couldn’t walk down the street without 

thinking about white hegemony.” Rachel further considers “The irony of a city priding 

itself on its radical politics while getting whiter each year as black and brown people get 

pushed out to the margins in places like Pittsburgh, Antioch, Brentwood.”54 Gina and 

Rachel describe how the overwhelming displacement of people o f color from San 

Francisco resulting from gentrification means that the city has visibly changed, as more 

and more people o f color are displaced and an increasingly white population has taken 

their place.

Still Here: Past, Present, and Future

The phrase “still here” evokes a sense of history in a place. Still here also implies 

a sense of survival through adverse circumstances. To be still here means to both have 

been here in the past and to continue to be here in the present. For many of the Still Here

52 stillheresf, •■Mason J.”
53 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Gina de Vries.”
54 stillheresf. “Rachel McLean,” Vimeo Video, 12:18, November 6, 2016, https://vimeo.com/190462192.

https://vimeo.com/190462192
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artists who take up this phrase, still here is connected to a feeling of San Francisco as 

home. In her 2014 performance Janine asks the question ‘'When is a city not a city?” to 

which she gives several responses including, “When it is home. When it isn’t someplace 

we’ve run away to. When it’s where we come from. Then it is simply a gathering of 

neighborhoods, of defined sides.”55 This statement by Janine resonates throughout other 

performances that similarly disrupt the imaginary of the city o f San Francisco by 

describing experiences o f it as home. Just as Janine says that a city is not a city when it is 

home, that “then it is simply a gathering of neighborhoods, of defined sides,” other artists 

demonstrate the importance of specific neighborhoods in their conception of home. In the 

closing of the 2014 performance, the artists each individually walk onto the stage and 

introduce themselves by stating their name, what neighborhood they grew up in, and that 

they are still here. By specifying the neighborhoods that they grew up in the artists 

challenge an imaginary of the city of San Francisco that might work to produce an idea of 

a one-dimensional, cohesive place. Calling attention to neighborhoods demonstrates that 

while each of the artists may be from San Francisco, the specific neighborhoods they 

each grew up in carries significance and is part of their history in this city.

Memory plays an important role in the experience of being still here and calling 

San Francisco home. During the 2014 production, Raquel performs a letter saying, “This 

is a letter to you and to me: two SF born Latinas that found each other.” In this letter, 

Raquel says, “We grew up here, call this place home, found our first loves here, but we 

never met” and ends with “I love that you are from San Francisco. I love that you 

remember San Francisco 15 years ago. I love that you are still here and that you are 

mine.”56 Being still here also means calling San Francisco home, and inherent in calling 

San Francisco home is a shared memory, a shared history. Similarly, in Rachel M.’s 2016 

performance she describes the moment she knew she needed to move back to San 

Francisco saying, “I needed to come home even if it was to a home I didn’t recognize, to 

see what was still here.’’' In saying “I needed to come home even if it was to a home I

53 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Janine M.”
56 stillheresf. “Still Here 2014: Rachel Vigil,” Vimeo Video, 8:31, August 20, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/103880778.

https://vimeo.com/103880778
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didn’t recognize,”51 Rachel M. demonstrates the importance of memory in her 

relationship to San Francisco as home. Both Raquel V. and Rachel M ’s pieces use the 

phrase still here to refer to the people and things that were in San Francisco when they 

were growing up and that still remain in San Francisco; the people and things that carry 

the memory and history they experienced and hold.

For the artists, being still here means being raised here, calling this place home, 

and holding embodied memories of this city. It also means staying here through loss of 

community, changing culture, and a drastically changing city landscape. Furthermore, it 

means fighting displacement to stay here through gentrification. As Gina states in hir 

2014 performance, “this is not an easy time to be from San Francisco and to live in San 

Francisco. This is not an easy time to be still here.'' Gina goes on to describe looking for 

an apartment in San Francisco saying, “I prayed every single day. I anointed my pink doc 

martins with oil and 1 walked through every neighborhood in San Francisco, an hour at a 

time. Climbed up to the top of the highest hills, told the city spirits, and Saint Francis, 

and the Blessed Mother that I needed to stay. That this is the only place in the world that 

has ever felt like home." In the same performance Gina says, “I thought about what 

makes a place worth it when so many people are getting pushed out. I thought about what 

it means to hold out and hold on.”58 In Janine's 2016 performance she similarly describes 

what it means for her to hold on and stay in San Francisco saying,

But I can’t leave yet. I can't forget the past. Forsake my grandparents’ hard work and 
dedication. My parents’ ride or die love of this city. 1 have seen so many people of color 
owned businesses closing over the past couple of years. And 1 think of my grandparents, 
who could pay rent and raise families on their corner stores and small businesses. Who in 
their spare time worked to make things better—not just for other Palestinians in the city, 
but other small business owners, other working people. This city wasn’t their homeland, 
but it was a new home and they wanted to take care of it. That used to be the story of San 
Francisco. Now I see so many businesses closing. So many San Franciscans leaving. And 
I want to honor my grandparents. 1 want to buy enough groceries, or scented oils, or 
knickknacks, or lunch plates to keep them here. I want to write enough letters, and sign 
enough petitions, and provide enough safe spaces and free Internet access to keep them 
here. And it feels like I never will. That the monster is swallowing me whole. And I beg 
God, and the Universe, and my ancestors to give me the strength to keep going. To stay 
and fight and resist. It drains me of everything I have, but I know I must not give in.59

57 stillheresf. "Rachel McLean.”
58 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Gina deV ries.”
59 stillheresf, “Janine Mogannam.”
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Janine saying, “I can’t forget the past,” acknowledges the importance of history and 

memory, specifically her family’s history of making San Francisco home. Janine 

articulates the purpose driving her to stay in San Francisco as a desire to preserve this 

history, to resist a gentrifying and changing San Francisco. Janine and Gina both explain 

that to be still here, to “hold out and hold on,” to “stay and fight and resist” takes 

incredible strength and work. Resisting and holding on carries both ambivalence and 

incredible purpose. For Janine and Gina, fighting to stay here means turning to higher 

powers with words of need, asking for strength and assistance larger than themselves.

While the phrase still here implies a past and present existence in a place, it also 

elic its the question of whether a future existence will be possible and if possible, what 

that existence will hold. When Danny describes the closing of EstaNoches in the 2014 

production he says, “Estas has given up her Alma. This house is no longer a home.” In 

describing this loss of home, Danny states, “How we wish queer Latinos still had refuge 

in the Mission, how we wish we weren’t part o f this Mission diaspora.. .How we wish the 

promise o f  our communities tomorrow’ wasn’t in jeopardy.”60 In Janine" s 2014 

performance she speaks of wanting to sustain San Francisco “for future generations who 

will need you [San Francisco] as much as we did, and still do. Who don’t consider you 

just a convenience, a playground, or a possession, but a home.,,6] Home is intrinsically 

connected to imagining a future San Francisco for communities that need and will need 

what San Francisco has in the past provided. Imagining this future holds a sense of 

resistance, as gentrification makes it challenging to imagine such a future. Preserving 

memories of the past, fighting to stay here in the present, and working to imagine a future 

San Francisco that might still be home are all acts of resistance by the Still Here artists.

60 stillheresf. "Still Here 2014: Danny Robles.”
61 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Janine M.”
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DISCUSSION

Imaginary o f  San Francisco and Revisionist History

“The stories you will experience are ones that mainstream and national depictions o f  San 
Francisco leave out. The artists in this show represent queer adults that were once 
children raised by San Francisco families, in San Francisco neighborhoods, going to San 
Francisco schools.

We were here. We are still here. ” -Still Here 2014 program62

During the introduction to the 2014 performance co-founder Cristina Mitra tells 

the audience, "tonight we ask you to open your hearts, make room for a deeper, more 

complex, more fun, more meaningful and ultimately, more accurate definition o f  this 

complex, contradictory, and beloved city that everyone on this stage has called h o r n e d  

Carol Martin argues that since most documentary theater is made with the desire to “set 

the record straight” or "to bring materials otherwise ignored to the public's attention” that 

“we ought not ignore its moral and ethical claims to truth.” While Still Here departs from 

documentary theater in certain aspects, it shares the desire to document history by 

performing experiences that might otherwise go without representation. Still Here 

contributes to a revisionist history of San Francisco, one that seeks to center the voices of 

queer and trans people—especially queer and trans people of color— who were raised in 

San Francisco and have experienced first hand what Weiss refers to as its “complicated 

and contradictory queerness.” Through performing memories, these artists challenge how 

“open" this wide-open town has been to them.64

In “Queer Pilgrimage" Cymene Howe describes how San Francisco as “a 

‘homeland’ offers the sanctuary that many ‘back homes’ do not.”65 Vero's 2016 

performance considers how the queer homeland may not have been available to those

62 The 2014 and 2016 programs were shared electronically with me by Natalia Vigil
63 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Intro.”
64 Martin, “Bodies of Evidence,” 13: Weiss, Techniques o f Pleasure, 45; Nan Boyd, Wide Open Town: A 
History o f Queer San Francisco to 1965 (UC Press, 2005)
65 Howe, “Queer Pilgrimage,” 53
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raised in San Francisco, those for whom “back home” is the “homeland.” Vero tells the 

audience, “It was just hard sometimes too cause you’re in the mecca of queerness, but 

where do you go when you’re from the hood and mecca"s like five blocks away? There’s 

nowhere -like where do you go, Wisconsin? No offense, but like, where do we go?”66 

This along with other performances raises the question: for whom is the queer homeland 

a "queer homeland”? Kath Weston’s Get Thee to a Big City explores the phenomenon of 

queer migration to cities during the 70s and 80s, speaking to the co-construction of queer 

identity and imaginaries of place. While the sexual imaginary Weston speaks of 

emphasizes queer migration from rural to urban space, Weston notes that, “Even lesbians 

and gay men who had grown up in urban areas were not immune from the impulse to 

move to a big city. Relocation, especially of the sort that put miles between relatives and 

the person coming out, could itself be the prerequisite for acquiring that desired sense of 

anonymity.”67 The question of anonymity and surveillance came up during Kaira’s 2014 

performance when she describes taking the bus to the Castro and having to “worry about 

being discovered by someone [she] knew.”68 The Castro’s reputation as a gay 

neighborhood meant that any association with that space would cause suspicion over 

someone's sexuality. Kaira articulates in her 2016 performance that this reputation 

extends beyond the neighborhood of the Castro to the city of San Francisco itself saying, 

"Homies from the Mission district felt like they had to act that much harder when they 

ventured out of the city because San Francisco was getting to be known as a gay capital 

of the world.”69 The queer homeland may not have just been unavailable to persons who 

were raised in San Francisco because of lack of anonymity and issues of surveillance;

San Francisco as a queer homeland may have also resulted in heightened surveillance and 

increased suspicion of persons from the city.

Also crucial in considering access to a queer homeland or what Vero describes as 

“the mecca of queerness” are the boundaries and borders between city neighborhoods. 

Vero describes how during her teenage years, “any type of queer empowerment for youth

66 stillheresf, "Vero Majano.”
67 Weston, “Get Thee to a Big City,” 268
68 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Kaira Portillo Espinoza.”
69 stillheresf. “Kaira Portillo 1.”
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had not trickled down to the Mission.’’70 The 2009 film La Mission explores this 

experience in depth, following the story of a Chicano lather, Che Rivera, whose deep 

love and pride for the Mission district appears in tension with his son’s queer sexuality. 

The film shows the son Jes Rivera in the Castro and Mission neighborhoods, portrayed as 

distinct and separate spheres. Both Peter Bratt, the director of the film, as well as his 

brother Benjamin Bratt, who plays the role of father Che Rivera, were raised in San 

Francisco's Mission district. In an interview about the film, Benjamin Bratt speaks to his 

experience being raised in San Francisco saying,

It’s alw ays been a bit o f  a paradox grow ing up in a city th a t is arguably  seen as one o f  the 
most liberal, p rogressive and open cities in the country and yet being very aw are o f  the 
hom ophobia that existed especially  as a child o f  the 60s and 70s... I t 's  interesting  to  point 
out that the M ission d istrict on its border abuts the C astro, w hich is the gay M ecca o f  the 
w orld, in som e senses. As film m akers, part o f  w hat w e 're  exam ining  is the fact that there 
are really no bridges betw een these tw o neighborhoods even though th e y ’re neighbors.71

In emphasizing “that there are really no bridges" between neighboring Castro and 

Mission neighborhoods, Benjamin Bratt speaks to Vero’s question “but where do you go 

when you're from the hood and mecca's like five blocks away?”

Displacement

“Tonight at Still Here IV: disPLACEment we honor the activists, artists, community 
organizers, teachers, parents o f  children growing up in San Francisco, and many more 
that do the everyday work to challenge the actions and institutions that lead to
displacement.

Tonight, we honor our artists fo r  laying hare their hearts on this stage and fo r trusting 
us. May tonight’s personal stories empower us all to take individual and collective action 
toward making a just future fo r  San Francisco. May we be healed, may we be loved, may 
we all be “Still Here ”, ” -2016 program72

Cymene Howe argues that the queer homeland is “necessarily built (emphasis 

mine) upon uneven ground,’’ as San Francisco became a gay capital while antigay

70 stillheresf, "Vero Majano.”
71 Emily Wilson, “ Bratt Bros and La Mission,” Mission Local, April 16, 2010, 
https://missionlocal.org/2010/04/bratt-bros-and-la-rnission.
72 2016 program shared by Natalia Vigil

https://missionlocal.org/2010/04/bratt-bros-and-la-rnission
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legislation was simultaneously being spread across the United States.73 The queer 

homeland was also built upon the uneven ground of systemic and violent displacement of 

whole communities of persons. Through archiving and centering unjust histories of 

displacement upon which the city of San Francisco was built, Still Here works for ‘‘a just 

future for San Francisco.” Ann Cvetkovich speaks to “the ongoing project of creating 

testimonials, memorial spaces, and rituals that can acknowledge traumatic pasts as a way 

of constructing new visions for the future.”74 Through testimonial and memorializing of 

the city, Still Here acknowledges “traumatic pasts as a way of constructing new visions 

for the future.”

In Gina’s 2014 performance ze states, “We are standing on Ohlone land. When 

we talk about being still here, when we talk about things like home and displacement, 

colonialism, and gentrification, we must not forget the Native and Indigenous and first 

nations peoples who this land was viciously and violently stolen from.”75 In addressing 

violent and traumatic histories of colonialism, Gina implements what Sarah Hunt and 

Cindy Holmes refer to as decolonial queer praxis.76 Kaira’s 2016 performance also 

addresses and makes visible settler colonialism stating, "Many of us who were born and 

raised here consider ourselves SF natives. Yet I recognize that aint nobody native to this 

land but Native Americans, so lets show proper respect.”77 Robert Diaz makes a 

connection between queerness and decolonization since “both willfully pursue futures 

that have yet to be created, and futures that cannot place their belief on the types of 

justice available to us in the present.” This decolonial queer praxis present in Gina and 

Kaira’s performances works to challenge a colonial imaginary and willfully pursues 

futures that do not exist in the past or present.78

In “Queer Pilgrimage” Howe describes the Gold Rush as “following in the wake 

of mission building and the near decimation of indigenous peoples.” Scott Morgenson

73 Howe, “Queer Pilgrimage," 39
74 Cvetkovich, An Archive o f  Feelings, 14
75 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Gina de Vries.”
76 Sarah Hunt and Cindy Holmes, “ Everyday decolonization: Living a Decolonizing Queer Politics,” 
Journal o f  Lesbian Studies 19, no. 2 (2015): 154-172, doi: 10.1080/10894160.2015.970975.
77 stillheresf. “Kaira Portillo I
78 Robert Diaz, “Queer Unsettlements: Diasporic Filipinos in Canada’s World Pride,” Journal o f  Asian 
American Studies 19, no. 3, (2016): 327-350, doi: 10.1353/jaas.2016.0030, 346; Perez, “Queering the 
Borderlands"
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asks that scholars pay attention to the ways queer identity on colonized land cannot be 

understood separately from histories of colonialism and continuous settler colonialism; 

indeed, queer identity formation relies upon violent histories of colonialism and 

racialization. ‘‘Queer Pilgrimage” also highlights the history of the Gold Rush—bringing a 

majority male population to the area—and its widely accepted role in creating the context 

for gender and sexual transgressivity. Susan Lee Johnson’s “Bulls, Bears, and Dancing 

Boys” and Clare Sears’ article “All that Glitters” both consider the ways race, ethnicity, 

and nationalism informed gender and sexual practices during the Gold Rush. Johnson’s 

piece focuses on the ways Anglo-American men navigated and made sense of their own 

gender and sexuality through relations with Native Miwok peoples, as well as persons 

from Latin America, Europe, and East Asia. Sears article considers the ways Euro- 

American men were able to explore cross-gender dress and roles while simultaneously 

Chinese immigrant men were feminized; furthermore, this feminization “naturalized the 

effects of structural discrimination against Chinese migrants and justified exclusionary 

immigration laws.”79 San Francisco’s reputation as an open place and eventually a queer 

homeland cannot be understood separately from histories of colonialism, racialization, 

and exclusionary immigration laws. These histories are intrinsically connected to the 

formation of this seemingly progressive, wide-open town.

In Techniques o f  Pleasure Margot Weiss addresses other histories of displacement 

upon which the queer homeland was built, including the displacement of thousands from 

the Western Addition neighborhood in the 1950s and 1960s. Weiss states, “[The] city’s 

initial A-l redevelopment project relocated 4,000 primarily Japanese and African 

American families...Another 13,500 people were displacement in the A-2 project. San 

Francisco’s black population has been in decline since, falling more than 14 percent 

during the 1990s.”80 In Rachel’s 2016 performance, she speaks to her experience moving 

back to San Francisco from New York stating, “I couldn’t walk down the street without 

thinking about white hegemony. The irony of a city priding itself on its radical politics

79 Howe, “Queer Pilgrimage,” 38; Morgenson, “Settler Homonationalism”; Susan Lee Johnson, “ Bulls, 
Bears, and Dancing Boys; Race, Gender, and Leisure in the California Gold Rush,” in Across the Great 
Divide: Cultures o f  Manhood in the American West, ed. Matthew Basso, Laura McCall, and Dee Garceau 
(Routledge, 2001); Clare Sears, “All that Glitters: Trans-ing California’s Gold Rush Migrations,” GLQ.A 
Journal o f  Lesbian and Gay Studies 14, no. 2-3 (2008): 383-402, doi: 10.1215/10642684-2007-038, 397.
80 Weiss, Techniques o f Pleasure, 47
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while getting whiter each year as black and brown people get pushed out to the margins 

in places like Pittsburgh, Antioch, Brentwood.”81 Weiss addresses this contradiction 

arguing that, “The gap between sexual tolerance and race and class exclusion— between 

symbolism and material inequality— relies on what Marina McDougall and Hope Mitnick 

call ‘theme park thinking’” and that "These facades obscure, while depending upon, 

racial and class inequality.” (emphasis mine) Margot Weiss goes on to state that,

San Francisco’s famous quality of life—its openness, tolerance, and diversity—is, in 
other words, virtually unavailable to those who built (emphasis mine) the city, while its 
queerness has become a brand, used to attract affluent tourists and patrons while 
substantially undercutting social services and economic support for marginalized 
residents. In this neoliberal development, San Francisco has been remade into a city for 
large, multinational corporations; tourists; and suburban commuters—not the diverse 
people of San Francisco. Residents continue to be forced out of the city by a deadly 
combination of redevelopment and the rapidly changing Bay Area economy.82

Several Still Here performances demonstrate how San Francisco’s “openness, tolerance, 

and diversity” is “virtually unavailable to those who built the city.” In Kaira’s 2016 

performance she proclaims, “The injustice of gentrification is how redevelopment caters 

only to the rich. Yet it was working class people who uplifted our hoods with art and 

culture when nobody else gave a shit.”8'1 In Janine’s 2016 performance she speaks to her 

hometown of San Francisco saying. “ You weren’t ours because we bought you, but 

because we made you. Put ourselves into you, valued you, and worked to preserve what 

was good.” Janine explains that the city was once infinite, but is now “no longer an 

infinite resource.” 84 In saying that this city is no longer an “infinite resource,” Janine 

addresses the ways San Francisco in this neoliberal moment feels stretched beyond 

capacity, no longer able to offer a home to those who built it.

Danny tells the audience of the 2014 production “No one ever imagined that the 

city would turn around and eat her young,”85 and Janine similarly addresses this in her

81 stillheresf. “Rachel McLean.”
82 Margot Weiss, Techniques o f  Pleasure, 47, 48
83 stillheresf. “Kaira Portillo I
84 stillheresf, “Janine Mogannam.” For more on the concept o f San Francisco as an infinite city see Rebecca 
Solnit’s atlas of San Francisco, which explores histories of San Francisco through mapping the city during 
various historical moments. Rebecca Solnit, Infinite City: A San Francisco Atlas (University o f California 
Press, 2010)
85 stillheresf. “Still Here 2014: Danny Robles.”
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2014 performance asking, "When is a city not a city? When it begins to consume itself. 

Then it becomes the monster. When it rejects its young. When it can no longer 

accommodate those who have built and sustained //...How is it that the people who have 

created you, made it possible for you sustain the success, are being pushed away and 

outcast?”86 Danny and Janine speak of a city that has rejected and eaten its young, a city 

that has betrayed and pushed out the very people who built and sustained it. In the 2016 

production Janine speaks of the trauma of displacement and witnessing a city that for her 

is no longer infinite. Janine says, “My body is no stranger to this phenomenon. It carries 

the scars of displacement in its bones. ...Now I stand here today holding the emotional 

damage of the past within a body that is also holding a layer of new trauma of pain 

referred from  a city that is falling apart as it is built and built and built. ”87 Janine, 

Danny, and Kaira all speak to experiences of gentrification as unjust and furthermore, 

traumatic. In doing so, they call attention to the everyday affective and embodied 

experience of gentrification and displacement.

Home: The City and Her Unicorn Children

In 2014 after the closing of Esta Noches. Danny describes the loss of this bar 

saying, “All of this loving affection wiped away by the invisible hand. No more 

protection only a faint stench of gentrification tinging the air of the ‘New Mission.’ Estas 

has given up her Alma. This house is no longer a home.”88 In December 2017 an article 

announced the opening of a queer startup scheduled to open in the historically Latino 

district the Mission. This startup is linked to tech wealth, namely by a venture capital 

firm co-founded by gay conservative and Donald Trump supporter Peter Thiel.89 While 

Danny describes in his 2014 performance “how we wish queer Latinos still had refoge in 

the Mission.. .how we wish we weren’t sneered at by gossiping techie elites.”90 in 2018

86 stillheresf, “Still Here 2014: Janine M.”
87 stillheresf, “Janine Mogannam.”
88 stillheresf. “Still Here 2014: Danny Robles.”
89 Sean Levine, “San Francisco activists see irony in Yass, a queer startup backed by tech wealth,” The 
Guardian, December 7, 2017, https://www.theguardian.eom/us-news/2017/dec/07/yass-queer-startup-san- 
francisco-peter-thiel-backlash.
90 stillheresf. “Still Here 2014: Danny Robles.”

https://www.theguardian.eom/us-news/2017/dec/07/yass-queer-startup-san-
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an exclusive queer startup backed by tech money is scheduled to open in the Mission. As 

Danny states, “this house is no longer a home.” Yass can be understood as a product of 

queer globalization; Martin Manalansan explains that “queer globalization is primarily a 

privileged form o f ‘optic’ — or a vantagepoint that allows a certain kind of ownership of 

global gayness or lesbianness in various locations and thus enables the right to claim 

queer spaces everywhere as ‘home.’”91 Claiming queer spaces everywhere as home 

without considering the histories of displacement upon which queer spaces have been 

built continuously champions “queer liberation” while ignoring the material realities of 

colonialism, structural racism, and class inequality.

Biddy Martin and Chandra Mohanty took up the question of home in their 

discussion “Feminist Politics: What’s Home Got to Do with It?” exploring the experience 

o f being home as “the place where one lives within familiar, safe, protected boundaries" 

and of not being at home, “a matter of realizing that home was an illusion of coherence 

and safety based on the exclusion of specific histories of oppression and resistance, the 

repression of differences even within oneself."92 These quotes capture the ambivalence 

Still Here artists name in their conceptualization of San Francisco as home.

In archiving memories of San Francisco and considering complex relationships to 

San Francisco as home, Still Here works to expand and challenge reductive imaginaries 

of San Francisco as a “queer homeland.” Through considering the historical archive 

produced from the performances of memory by Still Here artists, the narrative of San 

Francisco as a queer homeland can be complicated, and the uneven ground upon which 

the queer homeland is built, exposed. The Still Here performances, many of which act as 

testimonials, produce a site of San Francisco queer history, furthering queer history’s aim 

to provide visibility and representation of queer and trans persons experiences. Still Here 

artists resist their erasure through testimonials of their histories and current existence. As 

Janine states in her 2016 performance, “I want to leave a legacy too. I don’t want to be a 

'San Francisco unicorn.’ I don’t want to be invisible. I don’t want to be erased. They are

91 Martin Manalansan, Global Divas: Filipino Gay Men in the Diaspora (Duke University Press, 2003), 6.
92 Biddy Martin and Chandra Talpade Mohanty, "Feminist Politics: What's Home Got to Do with It?" in 
Teresa de Lauretis, ed., Feminist Studies/Critical Studies (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 
191, 196. Quoted in Jill Dolan, “Geographies of Learning: Theatre Studies, Performance, and the 
‘Performative,’ Theater Journal 45, no. 4 (1993): 417-441, doi: 10.2307/3209014, 420
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trying to erase us. We must not let ourselves be erased.”93 Through Still Here, artists and 

community members memorialize San Francisco, sit with ambivalence, and resist 

erasure. In this way Still Here combats imaginaries of San Francisco at large, as well as 

the myth of the San Francisco unicorn—we are here, we are still here.

93 stillheresf, “Janine Mogannam.'
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